DNA Cryptography is a rapidly emerging field of DNA Computing research to provide invincible cryptographic technique for the modern cyber world of today and the futuristic DNA computers. Several DNA based cryptographic algorithms are proposed for encryption, decryption and authentication, etc. The first and foremost step of DNA based encryption is DNA encoding of plaintext. The main limitation of DNA encoding is the absence of effective, randomized, dynamic, secure DNA Encoding technique for DNA encoding of plaintext. To overcome this limitation, this paper describes a novel DNA encoding algorithm. This encoding algorithm is based on a novel string matrix data structure, for generating the unique DNA sequences that can be used to encode plain text (comprising of alphabets, numbers and special characters) as DNA sequences. The experimental results and comparison results have proved that the proposed DNA encoding algorithm is more effective than the existing DNA encoding algorithms.
Introduction
Secure communication is vital to facilitate confidential exchange of information between sender and receiver. With the internet becoming the media for all banking and electronic commerce transactions, it is essential that the communication is made highly secure. The field of cryptography has rendered many cryptographic algorithms for the secure communication of data across the open internetwork. A lot of techniques and systems has developed in the mathematical cryptography for encoding and decoding the plaintext. However, these techniques are broken using DNA Cryptography Techniques and methods. The DNA Cryptography is an emerging field in the area of DNA Computing research. It plays major role in the next generation security. The first and foremost step in DNA cryptography is encoding the plain text to DNA alphabets following which the cryptography techniques actually convert the DNA alphabets to cipher text. The methods available for encoding of plaintext available in DNA cryptography are not as much effective as they are manually computed (which are very easy to break) and not inclusive of the complete character set. In this paper, a novel DNA encoding algorithm which is based on a novel string matrix data structure is described. The paper also provides experimental results that endorses the performance of the algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows Section 2 describes the related works Section 3 describes the requirements to be fulfilled by DNA encoding algorithm. Section 4 describes the proposed algorithm. In Section 5, the experimental results are presented. Section 6 shows how the proposed algorithm fulfills the required security features. Section 7 gives the conclusion of this work.
Related Works
The various DNA encoding techniques and their limitations are addressed in the following literature. These works are compared against the properties required to be fulfilled by the encoding algorithms. This would help to understand how well these existing algorithms fulfill the required properties -and thereby understand the limitations.
Encoding of plaintext to DNA sequence is found to be achieved in two ways:
Binary to DNA Encoding of Plaintext
In this approach the plaintext is converted into binary form. The binary form of the plain text is transformed into DNA Sequence using an example encoding scheme as follows A-00 T-01 C-10 G-11. Different works use different encoding schemes for converting binary into DNA sequence as shown in Table1.
Nucleotide based Encoding of Plain Text
In this approach, the plain text alphabets are converted into an 'n' alphabet DNA sequence using a predefined encoding table. This table has predefined nucleotide sequences consisting of 'n' number of DNA alphabets for every plain text alphabet. The encoding table is manually defined and there is no systematic methodology followed for generating this table. The existing works are as shown Table 1 . 
Requirements to be fulfilled by DNA Encoding Algorithm
Every DNA encoding algorithm should fulfill a set of functional attributes. These attributes are listed in Table2 and Table3. The functional attributes have been identified in this paper based on the observed limitations in the existing encoding algorithms. The fulfillment of existing encoding algorithms as shown in Table 3 . 
Proposed Algorithm
DNA encoding of plain text is the initial step of any cryptographic algorithm. DNA alphabets 'ATCG' are used to encode the plaintext into DNA sequence. This would enable the given message sequence to be encoded as a DNA sequence which would be acted upon by the DNA based encryption algorithm. In order to generate this table, string matrix data structures along with its operations are defined. The use of this data structure to generate the DNA encoding table is described subsequently.
Definitions of String Matrix data structure

Definition 1
A StringMatrix, denoted by , is defined as a matrix of m rows and n columns in which each cell shall hold a string of length p. The Order of the StringMatrix is defined as mxn and the Strength of the StringMatrix is defined as p.
Notation:
We may denote it as simply A p , explicitly stating only the common string-length of contents of the StringMatrix. We may also denote the element stored in the i th row j th column of the StringMatrix , by a i,j .
Definition 2
A StringMatrix having the same number of columns as rows is called a Square StringMatrix.
Operations and Functions on String Matrices
Definition 3
The operation ADD: performed only on StringMatrices of the same order. 
Definition 4
The operation MULT: performed on a StringMatrix A p of n columns and a StringMatrix B q of n rows.
The function MULT ( , , yields where i,j, c i,j = , summation denoting the concatenation (i.e. the i th row j th column element of the resulting StringMatrix will be the concatenation of the strings which are the results of the concatenation of the corresponding elements in the i th row of and j 
Definition 7
The operation SPLITCOLUMNS: Splits a StringMarix vertically into two StringMatrices.
The function Splitcolumns ( ; , for 0 <q < n, performed on StringMatrix , yields and , where i, b i,j = a i,j for 0 ≤ j q and c i,j = a i,j+q for 0 < j < n-q. 
Definition 8
The operation SPLITROWS: Splits a StringMarix horizontally into two StringMatrices.
The function Splitrows ( ; , for 0 <q < n, performed on StringMatrix , yields and , where j, b i,j = a i,j for 0 ≤ i q and c i,j = a i+q,j for 0 < i < n-q.
Example:
If, = , then Splitrows ( ; yields = and =
Definition 9
The operation ExtractRow: Extracts a particular row of a StringMarix.
The function ExtractRow ( , fills up the cells of with the values in the corresponding cells extracted from the r th row of . i.e. j, b 1,j = a r,j .
Example:
If, = , then ExtractRow ( , yields = .
Definition 10
The operation RFLCTROWS: gets the horizontal reflexion of a StringMatrix.
The function RflctRows ( yields , the horizontal reflection of , such that i,j b i,j = a n-1-i,j .
If, = , then RflctRows ( yields = .
Definition 11
The operation RFLCTCOLS: gets the vertical reflexion of a StringMatrix.
The function Rflctcols ( yields , the vertical reflection of , such that i,j b i,j = a i,n-1-j .
If, = , then Rflctcols ( yields = .
Definition 12
The operation TRANSPOSE: interchanges columns and rows of StringMatrix.
The function Transpose ( yields , where i,j b i,j =a j,i .
If, = , then Transpose ( yields = For DNA encoding over the alphabets A, T, C, G the Watson-complements are T, A, G, C respectively. The operation
Definition 13
The operation WCOMP: (available only for DNA StringMatrices) replaces the values in all the cells with the corresponding Watson Complements.
The function WComp ( , (available only for DNA encoded StringMatrices) yields , the Watson complement of , such that i,j b i,j = WC(a i,j ) where WC("A") = "T", WC("T") = "A", WC("C") = "G", and WC("G") = "C".
Example:
If, = , then WComp ( yields = ,
Storage in a String matrix
The following operations and functions are defined on Strings of known lengths.
Definition 1
The operation FILLSMAT: fills up all the cells of a StringMatrix with some specified character.
The function FillSMat ( fills up the StringMatrix , with the character "X" such that i,j a i,j = "X".
FillSMat ( yields = .
Definition 2
The operation STOROWSMAT: fills up a StringMatrix, row-wise, with a character in each cell from some specified string in order
The function StoRowSMat ( yields , filled up, row-wise, with a character in each cell from the string Seq in order. If the string is of length < mn, the string is repeated. If the string is of length > mn, the string is truncated. i.e. If strlen(Seq) < mn, i,j a i,j = Seq[k], where k = mod(i*n + j; strlen(Seq)) else i,j a i,j = Seq[k], where k = i*n + j.
Example:
If, Seq = "ATCGTCGACGATATCG" then StoRowSMat ( yields = .
If, Seq = "ATCGTCGA" then StoRowSMat ( yields = .
Definition 3
The operation STOCOLSMAT: fills up a StringMatrix, column-wise, with a character in each cell from some specified string in order
The function StoColSMat ( ) yields , filled up, column-wise, with a character in each cell from the string Seq in order. If the string is of length < mn, the string is repeated. If the string is of length > mn, the string is truncated. i.e. If strlen(Seq) < mn, i,j a i,j = Seq[k], where k = mod(j*m + i; strlen(Seq)) else i,j a i,j = Seq[k], where k = j*m + i.
Example:
If, Seq = "ATCGTCGACGATATCG" then StoColSMat ( yields = .
If, Seq = "ATCGTCGA" then StoColSMat ( yields = .
Algorithm for DNA Encodings
Using the above defined string matrix data structure and its operations, the algorithm for generating the DNA encoding ;  = SUBMAT  = JOINROWS(  ,  ,  , 
= COMPLEMENT( ). 9. K = ADD (G, J); K1 = ADD (H, N) a denotes the sequence a, b, … z 26 in number z denotes the sequence a in reverse order A denotes the sequence A, B, … Z 26 in number Z denotes the sequence A in reverse order N denotes the sequence 0, 1,...9, <, >,... 10 + 34 in number n denotes the sequence N in reverse order.
If we need to provide for more characters, we can increase the number of rows/columns in the domain and range of Encoding Mapping at Stage 8.
For example the choice of 22 (Ana) in the collating sequence table, the order of the alphanumeric characters is the sequence of Upper case Alphabets followed by the Numbers and the chosen special characters followed by Lower case Alphabets.
For example, the choice 3 (aZn) will lead to Coll_seq of length 10.1.1.For Row-wise (Opt_7="R") storing up of Coll_seq in a StringMatrix of of order 24x4: Form a StingMatrix , such that the ith row jth column element equals the mth character in the Coll_seq where m = i*4 + j.
is the domain of Encoding Mapping.
10.1.2,For
Column-wise (Opt_7="C") storing up of Coll_seq in a StringMatrix of order 24x4: Form a StingMatrix , such that the ith row jth column element equals the mth character in the Coll_seq where m = j*24 + i.
10.2.1.For
Row-wise (Opt_7="R") storing up of Coll_seq in a StringMatrix of of order 4x24: Form a StingMatrix , such that the ith row jth column element equals the mth character in the Coll_seq where m = i*24 + j.
10.2,2.For
Column-wise (Opt_7="C") storing up of Coll_seq in a StringMatrix of order 4x24: Form a StingMatrix , such that the ith row jth column element equals the mth character in the Coll_seq where m = j*4 + i. .
13. / is the domain of Encoding Mapping.
Encoding Map , i,j , so that any alphabet or number of special character will be encoded as a sequence of 4 DNA alphabets. The DNA encoding table that would be generated using the above string matrix data structure definition and operations is given in table 5 & 6 below.
Example of
Example of Table 5 : Domain for the DNA encoding Mapping. Table 6 : Co Domain for DNA Encoding Mapping.
Novel features of the DNA Encoding Algorithm
The proposed algorithm has some novel features as follows, Is based on a novel string matrix data structure To be the first complete DNA Encoding of Plaintext TCAT  TAAT  TTAA TGAA  TCTG  TATG  TTTT  TGTT  TCCG  TACC  TTCC  TGCG  TCGT  TAGA TTGG TGGC  CCAG CAAT  CTAT  CGAA  CCTA  CATG  CTTG  CGTT  CCCG CACG CTCC  CGCC  CCGG CAGT  CTGA CGGG  GCAA GAAG GTAT GGAT  GCTT  GATA GTTG GGTG  GCCG GACG GTCG GGCC  GCGC GAGG GTGT GGGA  ACTC  AATA ATTA AGTT  ACCG AACG ATCC AGCC  TCTC  TATC  TTTA  TGTA  TCCC  TACG  TTCG  TGCC  CCTT  CATC  CTTC  CGTA  CCCC CACC  CTCG CGCG  GCTA GATT  GTTC  GGTC  GCCC GACC GTCC 
Experimental Analysis
Time Required For Encoding Table Generation
The Figure (a) shows the total time utilized for DNA Encoding table generation. The table generation has been  tested across 1000 sample encoding table generations . The chart below shows the time required for generating the tables taken in buckets / groups of 100 tables each. The chart evidently shows that the time to generate the encoding table is in the order of nanoseconds only and the minimum time required is 1.95 ns and an average of 3 ns and a maximum of less than 4.5 ns is required in each of the 1000 table groups.
Test for Duplicate DNA Sequence Generation across Multiple Encoding Table Generations
Using this Duplicates Testing, we try to show that the encoding table that is generated always has a collection of unique DNA sequences for assigning to the character set. The test has been taken for randomly generated 1000 tables. The probability result of duplicate is 0 as shown in Figure (b) . Table Generation Figure (b) Test Result for Duplicate DNA Sequence Generation
Experimental Results
Figure (a) Time Utilization for Encoding
Fulfilment of security features
We consider the following features and compare the fulfilment of features against the existing technique and the novel technique described above. This shows how the DNA encoding algorithm described above also possesses the required qualitative security features as shown in Table7. Randomness Every step of the encoding algorithm is constituted of random steps (for e.g., the DNA alphabets used for generating the first two table elements, the choice of the DNA alphabet to be included as the third element, the choice of the inclusion of the third element either row-wise or column-wise, etc.) 4 Dynamicity The DNA encoding table is newly generated for every session between the sender and the receiver. Thus, the encoding is dynamic and helps to circumvent the Man in the Middle attack. 5
Complete Character Set Fulfillment
The encoding table provides for encoding sequences for the complete character set.
6 Uniqueness The experiment analysis shows that the DNA encoding sequences generated are unique across multiple iterations. 
